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Logistics UK are the largest national supplier of Vehicle Inspection Services. We work with 
many of the biggest fleets and brands, leveraging our expertise, knowledge and experience to 
reduce our customers costs and risk. Our wide ranging, comprehensive, industry leading vehicle 
inspections are accredited by the United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS). 

All our inspections are available nationwide and cover everything from HGVs, LCVs and passenger 
vehicles to mechanical handling equipment, mobile elevating work platforms and specialist lifting 
equipment. We provide inspections across many sectors from agriculture, construction and public 
service to food and beverage, retail and utilities, for both small and large fleets.

Vehicle Inspection Service 
(VIS) team
All our engineers are with irtec inspection licences, and 
our inspections are accredited by the United Kingdom 
Accreditation Service (UKAS), ensuring only the highest 
standards. 

Why should you regularly inspect your vehicles?
2021/2022 Government data shows that:

• Whilst older vehicles have a greater probability of 
MOT failure, new vehicles also fail at a rate of 3.6%.

• Smaller fleets have a greater risk of MOT failure than 
larger fleets, with fleets of one vehicle failing at 19.5% 
and fleets of 51-100 vehicles at 5.9%.

• You have a greater likelihood of receiving a PG9 
prohibition 3-6 months after MOT.

• Operators using 3rd party maintenance providers are 
more likely to receive a prohibition.

• More established licence holders have a greater 
likelihood of receiving a PG9.
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Why choose Logistics UK’s Vehicle Inspection Service?
Reduced risk of stops
Our vehicle inspections help improve 
your OCRS score. As such, almost all 
our customers are considered low risk 
operators by DVSA, meaning fewer stops 
and less delay to work schedules.

Reduced risk of fines and penalties
Our vehicle inspections help increase 
your DVSA pass rate in the instance of 
a stop, resulting in fewer penalties and 
prohibitions, less fleet downtime, and 
reduced costs from unscheduled repairs. 
Roadside checks last financial year saw a 
27.8% prohibition rate.

Lowers costs
Logistics UK Roadworthiness Inspection 
users achieve a first-time MOT pass rate 
of up to 97%. This represents an increase 
on your MOT first time pass rate of up to 
13% above the national average.

Protects your o-licence
Fulfil your responsibility as an o-licence 
holder to check vehicle maintenance 
provision and control its quality, 
ensuring the safety of your drivers and 
the public and reducing your risk of 
prosecution.

Reduce breakdowns and downtime
We make all our reports available in 
Vision (our in-house cutting-edge 
compliance platform), allowing you to 
manage driver and fleet compliance 
via a single portal and benchmark your 
company against industry KPIs. This lets 
you identify where improvements can be 
made, what they could be worth and can 
drive predictive maintenance to reduce 
breakdowns and downtime.

We come to you
We offer a visiting service, meaning we 
come to your premises and can schedule 
your vehicle inspections over the same 
day, to minimise fleet downtime.

Enhanced brand reputation
Adopting our Vehicle Inspections 
will showcase your commitment 
to the highest standards of vehicle 
maintenance, and health and safety best 
practice.

Independence and quality 
assurance
Being accredited to ISO/IEC 17020:2012 
as a Type A Inspection Body means 
our inspections are a completely 
independent assessment supporting 
robust quality monitoring systems.



To learn more about Logistics UK’s Vehicle Inspection Service or to get in touch 
with the team visit www.logistics.org.uk/VIS or call 0371 711 2222*.

T: 01892 526171* F: 01892 534989 www.logistics.org.uk

Logistics UK is a trading name of Freight Transport Association Limited 
Registered office: Hermes House, St John’s Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 9UZ 
Registered in England Number 391957

*Calls may be recorded for training purposes
Correct at time of publishing but subject to change.
©Logistics UK. All rights reserved. 05.01.23/SDP 000673

VIS services by operation

Roadworthiness Inspections 
Logistics UK’s flagship Vehicle Inspection Service. 
Delivered by our nationwide UKAS-accredited team, this 
inspection reports on defects that could affect the safety, 
legality or reliability and your vehicle before the next 
scheduled inspection (PMI). This independent inspection 
helps fulfil your operator licence obligations and protects 
your o-licence by ensuring your fleet is compliant. With 
the DVSA using OCRS scores to target operators for 
roadside checks, by substituting just one mandatory PMI 
per year, with a Logsitics UK roadworthiness inspection, 
all operators can achieve substantial savings on their 
maintenance regime.

Commercial vehicle inspections
A variety of vehicle inspections are available to help ensure 
safety, compliance and reduce downtime and penalties due 
to faults. Our most popular services include:

• Driver daily walkaround check.
• Maintenance inspections. 
• Pre-purchase inspections.
• End of lease inspections. 
• Lifting equipment inspections.
• Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs 

approved inspection and certification of vehicles used to 
transport animals for journeys in excess of 8 hours.

LOLER (lifting equipment)
Safe and successful lifting operations depend on the 
continued safety of the lifting equipment and accessories. 

Failures in this kind of equipment can result in significant 
or even fatal injuries. Health and safety law therefore 
places a number of specific obligations on those providing, 
controlling and using lifting equipment to properly manage 
these risks. These inspections focus on the operation and 
mechanics of lifting equipment and includes tail lifts, lorry 
mounted cranes, bin lifts and demountable body systems.

MHE (mechanical handling equipment)
The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 
(PUWER), place duties on people and companies who own, 
operate or have control over work equipment, whether 
owned by them or not. It is designed to control and prevent 
workers risk of injury and death from equipment they use 
during the course of their jobs. 

Our warehouse inspection service covers a large variety of 
mechanical handling equipment and is designed to make 
warehouse safety your main priority as well as save you the 
cost of non-compliance.

Passenger carrying vehicle inspections
A variety of vehicle inspections are available to help ensure 
safety, compliance and reduced downtime due to faults.

Specialist services and irtec assessments
Logistics UK is an IRTE accredited centre for the delivery 
of irtec technician assessments across several irtec 
inspection technician categories: large commercial vehicle 
(7.5+ tonnes), bus and coach, light commercial vehicle 
(3.5-7.5 tonnes), heavy vehicle trailer.


